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Concise Oxford English Dictionary 2008 Oxford University Press: 

apolication/apIt'keif n/ 
D noun 

1 a formal request to an authority. 

2 the action of putting something into operation. 
• practical use or relevance. 

3 the action of applying something to a surface. 

4 sustained effort. 

5 Computing a program or piece of software designed to fulfil a 
particular purpose. 

— DERIVATIVES 
applicational adjective. 

'application also found in these entries: 
agriscience - agrobiology - API - app. - appeal - applet - application 
programming interface - archaeometry - art - ASIC - ASP - 
astrophysics - biometry - biophysics - black - camera - carry - client - 
coat - composition - cosmetology - crop - cryosurgery - curriculum 
vitae - dab - deinstall - dobby - dynamic - electroluminescence - 
electrolysis - electrotechnology - enable - engineering - e-reader - 
erg - exercise - extrapolate - felt - file - filter - flash - forensic - 
forensic medicine - frog - generative - handbrake turn - issue of law - 
iterate - joule - lick 

Forum discussions with the word(s) "application" in the title: 
"application fail-over (computer terminology) 
"application" in this context 
"business software application" 
"declination" of a mortgage-application? 
"Ladies and Gentlemen" and alternative ways of application 
Application - a few sentences 
application - a specific use... 
application (software) 
application as / for 
Application for a job 
application form 
application form 
application in / for 
Application of "Did" instead of "Do"! 
application programming interface 
application store - triple whammy attack 
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application-oriented 
applied field Vs application field 
applying directly Uob application] 
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attach two photos to the application 
choose the application through Start > Programs - IS THAT 
CORRECT? 
considering my application 
Could you help me to check grammer of my application? 
Deploy an application in/on a server 
developing Flash application 
distinguish application and implementation 
more... 
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